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Abstract. Water isotope-enabled coupled atmosphere–ocean
climate models allow for exploration of the relative contri-
butions to coral stable oxygen isotope (δ18Ocoral) variability
arising from sea surface temperature (SST) and the isotopic
composition of seawater (δ18Osw). The unforced behaviour
of the isotope-enabled HadCM3 coupled general circulation
model suggests that the extent to which inter-annual δ18Osw
variability contributes to that in model δ18Ocoral is strongly
spatially dependent, ranging from being negligible in the
eastern equatorial Pacific to accounting for 50 % of δ18Ocoral
variance in parts of the western Pacific. In these latter cases,
a significant component of the inter-annual δ18Osw variabil-
ity is correlated to that in SST, meaning that local calibra-
tions of the effective local δ18Ocoral–SST relationships are
likely to be essential. Furthermore, the relationship between
δ18Osw and SST can be non-linear, such that the model inter-
pretation of central and western equatorial Pacific δ18Ocoral
in the context of a linear dependence on SST alone leads to
overestimation (by up to 20 %) of the SST anomalies asso-
ciated with large El Nin˜o events. Intra-model evaluation of a
salinity-based pseudo-coral approach shows that such an ap-
proach captures the first-order features of the model δ18Osw
behaviour. However, the utility of the pseudo-corals is lim-
ited by the extent of spatial variability seen within the mod-
elled slopes of the temporal salinity–δ18Osw relationship.
1 Introduction
The stable oxygen isotopic composition of reef-dwelling
coral aragonite (δ18Ocoral) represents a temperature depen-
dent fractionation away from the ocean water from which
calcification occurred. Consequently, δ18Ocoral depends on
both the temperature, referred to here as the sea surface
temperature (SST), and the isotopic composition of the
surface ocean water, denoted here as δ18Osw. The tem-
perature sensitivity of this fractionation yields a slope for
the δ18Ocoral–SST relationship, denoted here as RSST−coral,
of ∼−0.2 ‰ K−1, e.g. Lough (2004), Juillet-Leclerc and
Schmidt (2001), Corre`ge (2006), McConnaughey (1989b)
and Zhou and Zheng (2003). This relationship provides the
basis of the standard isotope palaeo-temperature equation,
shown here in linear form as Eq. (1). The constant term,
C, includes any vital-effect offsets from isotopic equilibrium
(McConnaughey, 1989a, b).
δ18Ocoral = δ18Osw+RSST−coral(SST−C) (1)
Certain long-lived corals generate sufficiently high growth
rates that they allow for the measurement of sub-annually
resolved δ18Ocoral records over periods of multiple decades.
The combination of high growth rate, long lifespan and the
simple, but well established, form of this proxy relation-
ship provides a strong basis for the use of modern and fossil
δ18Ocoral variability as a tool to reconstruct annual to multi-
decadal tropical climate variability. Such records have been
used to reconstruct pre-instrumental El Nin˜o Southern Os-
cillation (ENSO) related inter-annual climate variability over
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the last millennium (Cobb et al., 2003; Dunbar et al., 1994),
Holocene (Gagan et al., 2000; McGregor and Gagan, 2004),
last glacial cycle (Tudhope et al., 2001) and as far back as
the Pliocene (Watanabe et al., 2011). However, the interpre-
tation of such records is inherently complicated by the fact
that, in many tropical Pacific locations, the contribution from
inter-annual δ18Osw variability, relative to that from SST,
may not be negligible in the context of the resultant δ18Ocoral
variability (Tudhope et al., 2001; Cole and Fairbanks, 1990;
Linsley et al., 2004). In regions with a very active hydro-
logical cycle response to ENSO, such as the western Pa-
cific warm pool (referred to hereafter as the warm pool)
or the Inter-Tropical and South Pacific Convergence Zones
(ITCZ/SPCZ), the δ18Osw contribution may indeed dominate
the SST signal. Consequently, δ18Ocoral records from these
locations have also been used to infer past ENSO-related
variability in the hydrological cycle (Cole and Fairbanks,
1990). Various aspects of the hydrological cycle act to in-
fluence δ18Osw variability, some of which may be relatively
simple, such as the amount of local precipitation, and some
of which may be very complex, such as the integrated hydro-
logical cycle history of that precipitation.
Due to the dual climatic controls on δ18Ocoral, arising from
SST and δ18Osw, quantifying the spatial and temporal pat-
terns of their relative influences remains a significant uncer-
tainty in interpreting these important proxy records. This un-
certainty provides the motivation for the present study. The
particular focus here is on the inter-annual variability of such
records, but almost all of what is discussed here would also
apply to intra-annual variability as well. In order for δ18Ocoral
variability to be interpreted in terms of one of the two cli-
matic proxy controls (SST and δ18Osw, with the latter po-
tentially leading by extension to some other hydrological cy-
cle variable, such as precipitation or salinity) alone, one of
several approaches may be followed, as listed below. These
are presented in the case of interpreting the proxy records in
terms of SST alone, but the δ18Osw case may be recovered
by replacing “δ18Osw” with “SST” (and vice versa) where
appropriate in the list.
1. If an independent constraint, relative to δ18Ocoral, is
available on past variability in δ18Osw then Eq. (1) may
be directly solved for the missing term. For example,
in the case of reconstructing δ18Osw, such an approach
could potentially be pursued using an additional cou-
pled proxy reconstruction of SST, such as Sr/Ca trace
metal records within the same coral skeletons (Gagan
et al., 2000; Corre`ge, 2006; Linsley et al., 2000).
2. Constraints may exist on the extent and structure of
modern time-domain δ18Osw variability and these could
be assumed to be applicable on the historical timescales
of interest.
3. Sufficient modern δ18Ocoral and SST data may be
available to empirically calibrate the δ18Ocoral–SST
relationship at a given location and this relationship may
be assumed to remain stationary on the timescales of in-
terest.
4. An a priori assumption may be made regarding the time
domain structure of the local δ18Osw variability. The
simplest such assumption is that δ18Osw remains con-
stant and hence contributes nothing to δ18Ocoral vari-
ability. A slightly more sophisticated assumption might
be that δ18Osw variability is independent of that in SST
and hence contributes a degree of noise to the expected
δ18Ocoral–SST relationship.
Approaches 1 and 2 are not considered further in the
present study, as their utility is typically limited by proxy
and/or instrumental data availability. In particular, instru-
mental records of δ18Osw are not available for most coral
bearing locations and those that do exist are typically too
sparse in the time domain to allow for robust quantifica-
tion of inter-annual variability and its relationship with SST
(Schmidt et al., 1999; LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006). Given
that instrumental SST data is generally available, approach
3 is an option in all cases where a long modern coral is
available. However, in situations where the unknown inter-
annual δ18Osw variability is coupled to any extent to that in
SST, as might be expected in the case of the closely cou-
pled ocean–atmosphere dynamics of the ENSO system, the
form of this calibration may not be a simple linear relation-
ship with a slope of RSST−coral. Indeed, if the relationship
between δ18Osw and SST is non-linear, then the form of the
empirical δ18Ocoral–SST calibration will also be non-linear.
In the absence of sufficient modern coral data to establish
a calibration relationship, approach 4 provides the only uni-
versally available framework within which to interpret fossil
δ18Ocoral records.
The principle motivation for the present study is to ex-
plore the uncertainties associated with interpreting δ18Ocoral
records in the context of a priori assumptions regarding
δ18Osw variability (i.e. approach 4) within a model-based re-
alisation of the tropical climate system, for which both the
SST and δ18Osw fields are fully known. Such model–based
climate realisations also allow for the evaluation to be made
of the multi-decadal to centennial stationarity of the model
relationships between δ18Osw and SST, which is not possible
based on the instrumental record alone. This latter question
is interesting in the context of ENSO variability, as temporal
changes in the dominant spatial “modes” of ENSO variabil-
ity (McPhaden et al., 2011; Yeh et al., 2009) might plausibly
lead to changes in certain local/regional δ18Osw and SST re-
lationships. This could mean that even in situations where
modern δ18Ocoral–SST calibrations are available (allowing
approach 3 to be followed) they may not be sufficiently long
to fully capture the structures of these relationships. Coupled
ocean–atmosphere general circulation models (CGCMs) that
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resolve both aspects of ENSO dynamics and also water iso-
tope processes provide the only alternate climate realisation
in which the current experiment may be undertaken. At
present however, relatively few such models contain the re-
quired hydrological cycle processes to directly resolve water
isotope variables. Consequently, this practical limitation has
motivated an alternative, model “pseudo-coral” approach,
based on the use of a proxy variable for δ18Osw that is avail-
able within standard non-isotope-enabled CGCM output, but
that might be reasonably expected to respond to similar hy-
drological cycle processes (Thompson et al., 2011). A linear
regression of such a field, for example sea surface salinity
(SSS) (Cole and Fairbanks, 1990; Fairbanks et al., 1997),
is then used to estimate variability in δ18Osw and hence
δ18Opseudo−coral. In the absence of temporal instrumental
records of δ18Osw and SSS to constrain the δ18Osw–SSS re-
gression at each location of interest, the assumption has been
made that the modern spatial slope between these paired ob-
servations of these variables (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006)
may usefully represent the temporal slopes. However, ex-
isting work with the isotope-enabled Goddard Institute for
Space Studies ModelE-R CGCM suggests that substantial
differences may exist between the temporal and spatial gra-
dients of isotopic and conservative hydrological cycle trac-
ers (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2009). Therefore, an additional
question that may be addressed using fully isotope-enabled
CGCMs is the evaluation of the uncertainties associated with
the pseudo-coral approach, at least within the climate of that
model.
The present study presents and analyzes results from a
new multi-centennial pre-industrial control simulation of
an isotope-enabled version of the UK Met Office coupled
CGCM, HadCM3 (Gordon et al., 2000; Collins et al., 2001;
Tindall et al., 2009). Following a brief description of the ex-
perimental design, the remainder of the study is then struc-
tured as follows. Firstly, the HadCM3 simulation is used to
directly evaluate the spatial patterns across the tropical Pa-
cific of inter-annual variability in SST and δ18Osw. This in
turn allows for the definition of a simple regime classifi-
cation as to where the interpretation of model inter-annual
δ18Ocoral variability is likely to be robust to two simple as-
sumptions regarding δ18Osw, namely that it remains constant
or that it varies independently of inter-annual SST fluctua-
tions. Regardless of whether such assumptions are justified,
the predicted form of the regional model relationships be-
tween the variability in δ18Osw and SST may be evaluated
in the model climate, which in turn allows for quantification
of the extent of local and regional variability in the form of
the δ18Ocoral–SST calibrations. The multi-decadal stationar-
ity of these relationships is then evaluated within the context
of the unforced model climate variability. An unforced con-
trol simulation is used, as recent work suggests that decadal–
centennial changes in ENSO properties may be dominated
by unforced processes (Wittenberg, 2009). Finally, an intra-
model comparison of a SSS–derived pseudo-coral approach
is made, in order to evaluate the extent to which the results
derived from the present isotope-enabled CGCM could also
have been obtained within a pseudo-coral framework.
2 Experimental design and results
The model results presented here are all derived from
a 750 yr pre-industrial control simulation of the isotope-
enabled UK Met Office HadCM3 model (Gordon et al., 2000;
Collins et al., 2001). All fields considered are presented on
the model ocean grid (1.25◦ latitude by 1.25◦ longitude),
aside from precipitation, which is presented on the model
atmospheric grid (2.5◦ latitude by 3.75◦ longitude). Ocean
fields are presented only for the tropical Pacific domain,
taken here as that part of the Pacific Ocean basin which lies
in the region 30◦ S to 30◦ N and 120◦ E to 70◦ W. In the
case of the ocean “surface variables”, these represent an aver-
age of the upper 10 m of the water column. The inter-annual
variability of the tropical climate in HadCM3 is known to
be dominated by ENSO-like processes, albeit with signif-
icant spatial biases relative to observed ENSO behaviour
(Collins et al., 2001; Guilyardi, 2006; Toniazzo, 2006). The
inter-annual anomalies associated with all the monthly mean
model fields considered here are calculated by removal of
the average annual cycle, as calculated over the entire model
simulation. When anomaly indices are presented for spatially
averaged regions, the area-weighted mean of the field was
initially calculated prior to the calculation of anomalies.
Water isotope processes are incorporated in HadCM3 as
described in Tindall et al. (2009). The nature of the atmo-
sphere and ocean GCMs employed in HadCM3 are such that
H2O18 is incorporated within the atmosphere model as a set
of parallel fields to the standard ones for H2O16. Within the
ocean model, H2O18 is treated as a conservative tracer, rep-
resenting a fraction of the total water present in that box. One
consequence of this treatment is that δ18Osw within the ocean
GCM in isolation should necessarily behave similarly to
ocean salinity, which is also treated as a conservative tracer.
Isotope fluxes are included in all situations where water
fluxes exist in HadCM3, including a relatively simple treat-
ment within the land surface scheme (MOSES2.1, Cox et al.,
1999; Tindall et al., 2009). The isotope regime was spun-
up for 300 yr from an assumed initialisation state of 0 ‰
in the oceans, atmosphere and sea ice and −40 ‰ in snow
and land ice. Even after this spin-up phase, the global sur-
face ocean δ18Osw is seen to drift towards more positive val-
ues at a rate of 7.5× 10−5 ‰ yr−1. This drift is likely to due
to incomplete closure of the water isotope budget, resulting
from parameterization within HadCM3 of an iceberg calving
flux to balance the freshwater budget. The global drift across
the 750 yr simulations represents ∼ 200 % of the magnitude
of the inter-annual variability in the global average. Conse-
quently, this trend is removed from the δ18Osw field prior
to all subsequent analysis. The corresponding drifts in global
www.clim-past.net/9/1543/2013/ Clim. Past, 9, 1543–1557, 2013
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SST and SSS are−5.0×10−5 Kyr−1 and 4.6×10−5 psuyr−1
respectively, both of which are over an order of magnitude
smaller in relation to their respective inter-annual variabil-
ity than that seen for δ18Osw, such that no drift correction is
applied to these fields. The δ18Osw field is treated as a conser-
vative scalar field for the calculation of means and anomalies,
as the amount of O16 in the ocean water may be considered
invariant.
Figure 1 illustrates the mean climatology and inter-annual
variance of the model fields for SST (Fig. 1a, b), SSS
(Fig. 1c, d), precipitation (Fig. 1e, f) and detrended δ18Osw
(Fig. 1g, h). The spatial biases associated with the HadCM3
ENSO phenomenon are most easily seen on the SST pan-
els, for which the climatological cold tongue extends too far
westward, an example of the so-called CGCM cold tongue
bias (Guilyardi, 2006). The extent of this bias in HadCM3 is
such that the equatorial region for which inter-annual SST
anomalies are positively correlated to those in the eastern
equatorial Pacific extends right across the tropical Pacific do-
main (to 120◦ E), rather than to ∼ 160◦ E as in the instru-
mental HadISST data (Rayner et al., 2003). In consequence
of this, inter-annual SST variability in the western equato-
rial Pacific is greater in amplitude than that seen in the in-
strumental climate. For example, the inter-annual variance
of the SST field averaged over the western equatorial Pa-
cific NINO4 box (5◦ N to 5◦ S and 160◦ E to 210◦ E) exceeds
that seen in HadISST by around a third. The relative magni-
tude of this bias attains a maximum value in the westernmost
part of the model cold tongue, where the model inter-annual
SST variance is over four times that seen in HadISST. In the
case of the model precipitation flux field, the very large spa-
tial changes in average precipitation values (Fig. 1e) mean
that it is more useful to consider the relative extent of inter-
annual precipitation variability, given here by the dimension-
less ratio of the inter-annual variance to the squared mean
of the precipitation field (Fig. 1f). The climatological mean
of the δ18Osw field, as seen in Fig. 1g, is seen to capture the
first-order structure and absolute values seen in gridded inter-
polations of the available instrumental data (LeGrande and
Schmidt, 2006; Tindall et al., 2009). Further validation of
the HadCM3 isotope regime using the isotopic composition
of precipitation is available in Tindall et al. (2009).
The model δ18Ocoral field (Fig. 1i, j) is calculated directly
using the SST and δ18Osw fields using Eq. (1), with an as-
sumed RSST−coral value of −0.23 ‰ K−1, according to Zhou
and Zheng (2003), and a C value of 3.8 ‰, according to Ep-
stein et al. (1953). Although corals are known to show sig-
nificant offsets from isotopic equilibrium (McConnaughey,
1989a, b), which implies considerable uncertainty in the
value of C, the focus on variability (rather than absolute
values) within this study means that this uncertainty is
largely irrelevant to the subsequent discussion. However,
uncertainty in the value of RSST−coral carries through into
all the subsequent analyses. The Zhou and Zheng (2003)
value is for inorganic aragonite precipitation experiments,
although this remains within one decimal point of the Ep-
stein et al. (1953) value for calibration experiments with or-
ganic calcite. Compiled calibration studies on coral arag-
onite suggest values within ±0.05 of the inorganic arag-
onite value (Corre`ge, 2006; Lough, 2004), although site-
specific studies suggest that variability may exist in the range
−0.10 to −0.34 ‰ K−1 (Evans et al., 2000). Whilst model
δ18Ocoral results are presented in the first instance for the
−0.23 ‰ K−1 case, sensitivity tests to values in the range
−0.20 ‰ K−1 to −0.25 ‰ K−1 were also performed to ac-
count for a ±10 % uncertainty in the assumed global value
of the RSST−coral slope. No additional noise is added into
the model δ18Ocoral values, such that this field represents
the idealised response of the coral stable oxygen isotope
proxy system to the model climate. The mean δ18Ocoral field
(Fig. 1i) follows the first order features of the associated (in-
verted) SST field, whereas the inter-annual δ18Ocoral vari-
ance (Fig. 1j) represents a combination of the associated SST
(Fig. 1b) and δ18Osw (Fig. 1h) fields. This latter observation
qualitatively supports the potential importance of both these
climatic controls on the inter-annual variability seen in trop-
ical Pacific δ18Ocoral records.
The experimental design involves two main structural as-
sumptions, within the context of which all subsequent results
and discussions must be viewed. Firstly, if the RSST−coral pa-
rameter in Eq. (1) contains spatial variability, perhaps due
to regional biotic effects (Evans et al., 2000), that is beyond
the ±10 % uncertainty considered here, then this could sub-
stantially impact the local scale interpretation of the model
results. Secondly, there is the inherent assumption that the
HadCM3 tropical climate and its inter-annual variability are
usefully representative of the real climate system. Given
that significant biases exist within the HadCM3 ENSO phe-
nomenon, both in terms of its spatial manifestation and av-
erage amplitude (Guilyardi, 2006), it follows that the model
results should not be directly translated to interpretation of
the real system. Nonetheless, the first-order features of the
model behaviour may still provide useful insights into the
corresponding first-order patterns within the real system.
3 Discussion
3.1 The spatial structure of the δ18Osw and SST
contributions to δ18Ocoral variance
When considering the variance of inter-annual anomaly time-
series as a measure of the inter-annual variability of δ18Ocoral
records, as denoted by var (δ18Ocoral), it follows from Eq. (1)
that the contribution from variability in δ18Osw to this term
depends not only on var (δ18Osw) itself, but also on the co-
variance of δ18Osw with SST, denoted cov (SST,δ18Osw).
The combined contribution from these two terms to the total
var (δ18Ocoral), expressed as a fraction of that total, is defined
as the “Fsw” metric (Eq. 2).
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Fig. 1. The mean climatology (left hand panels) and inter-annual variance (right hand panels) of selected model
fields over the entire 750 yr control simulation, displayed for the tropical Pacific domain. The entire simulation
was used as the reference period for the removal of the annual climatology prior to the variance calculations.
Note that the precipitation variability (F) is presented as a dimensionless ratio of the inter-annual variance of
precipitation divided by the squared mean values. The contoured levels are highlighted on the colorbars.
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Fig. 1. The mean climatology (left hand panels) and inter-annual variance (right hand panels) of selected model fields over the entire 750 yr
control simulation, displayed for the tropical Pacific domain. The entire simulation was used as the reference period for the removal of the
annual climatology prior to the variance calculations. Note that the precipitation variability (F) is presented as a dimensionless ratio of the
inter-annual variance of precipitation divided by the squared mean values. The contoured levels are highlighted on the colour bars.
Fsw = var(δ
18Osw)+ 2RSST−coralcov(SST,δ18Osw)
var(δ18Ocoral)
(2)
The magnitude of Fsw represents the fraction of model
var (δ18Ocoral) that would have been “missed” if δ18Osw in
Eq. (1) had been assumed constant. Hence, this metric al-
lows for ready evaluation of the validity of that assump-
tion within the model climate. Within regions of the tropi-
cal Pacific for which |Fsw|< 0.1 (those lying between the
solid red and blue contours on Fig. 2a), the interpretation of
var (δ18Ocoral) in terms of inter-annual SST variability alone
would lead to an error of less than 10 % of the true value. This
10 % level is taken as being one that could be reasonably con-
sidered to be negligible for the remainder of the study. The
spatial distribution of |Fsw| is seen to follow the first-order
pattern of mean precipitation within the model (Fig. 1e), con-
sistent with precipitation-related factors dominating δ18Osw
variability (Tindall et al., 2009). |Fsw| values of less than 0.1
occur across much of the subtropical Eastern and central-
eastern equatorial Pacific, including most of the NINO3 box
region (5◦ N to 5◦ S and 210◦ E to 270◦ E; Fig. 2a). Model
coral records from these locations could, therefore, on these
criteria justifiably be interpreted directly in terms of inter-
annual SST variability alone. However, the value of Fsw gen-
erally becomes larger as one moves westward in the tropical
Pacific and such an interpretation would not be justified in
most locations west of the dateline, or in the northeastern
sub-equatorial Pacific (Fig. 2a). The two regions for which
the highest |Fsw| values are obtained (exceeding 0.5, such
that more than half of model coral var (δ18Ocoral) would have
been missed in an SST-only interpretation) are the western
Pacific warm pool and the SPCZ (Fig. 2a). However, |Fsw|
does not exceed 0.9 in either region, such that there are no lo-
cations where the model SST contribution could be neglected
at the same relative confidence level as that for which δ18Osw
www.clim-past.net/9/1543/2013/ Clim. Past, 9, 1543–1557, 2013
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Fig. 2. The spatial distributions over the tropical Pacific domain of (A) the Fsw metric, which shows the fraction
of model inter-annual δ18Ocoral variance arising from δ18Osw variability. (B) The Fcov metric, which shows
the fraction of model inter-annual δ18Ocoral variance arising from the component of δ18Osw variability that
co-varies with that in SST. The three regional boxes discussed in the text are highlighted in green, WP = Warm
Pool, WCT = Western Cold Tongue. Panel (C) gives a schematic guide to the interpretation of the Fsw and Fcov
metrics. Regions of Fsw and Fcov space that are relevant to the discussion in the text are identified by color
shading and briefly described in annotation labels. The green markers show where the metric values associated
with the averages over the three boxes highlighted on panels (A) and (B) plot within such a framework.
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Fig. 2. The spatial distributions over the tropical Pacific domain of (A) the Fsw metric, which shows the fraction of model inter-annual
δ18Ocoral variance arising from δ18Osw variability. (B) The Fcov metric, which shows the fraction of model inter-annual δ18Ocoral variance
arising from the component of δ18Osw variability that co- ies with that in SST. The three regional box s discussed in t e text are highlighted
in green, WP=warm pool, WCT=western cold tongue. Panel (C) gives a schematic guide to the interpretation of the Fsw and Fcov metrics.
Regions of Fsw and Fcov space that are relevant to the discussion in the text are identified by color shading and briefly described in annotation
labels. The green markers show where the metric values associated with the averages over the three boxes highlighted on panels (A) and (B)
plot within such a framework.
can be so neglected in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Conse-
quently, interpreting western Pacific model coral records in
terms of hydrological cycle variability alone is likely to be
relatively more challenging than interpreting eastern Pacific
model corals in terms of SST variability alone. A caveat to
this result is that the extent of the model cold tongue bias
means that inter-annual SST variability in the western equa-
torial Pacific and warm pool region is generally larger in am-
plitude than is seen in the real climate system. However, in
the case of the warm pool (where HadCM3 inter-annual SST
variance only exceeds that seen in HadISST by ∼ 10 %) the
model result of mixed SST and hydrological cycle influences
on δ18Ocoral is unlikely to be contingent on the model biases.
The sign of Fsw relates to the extent of any correla-
tion present between inter-annual δ18Osw and SST vari-
ability. A negative value of Fsw can only arise when the
cov (SST,δ18Osw) term is negative, indicating that inter-
annual δ18Osw variability is positively correlated with that
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in SST, leading to a reduction in var (δ18Ocoral) compared
to what would have been seen were the two climatic vari-
ables to be independent. The only tropical Pacific regions for
which Fsw <−0.1 are parts of the subtropical eastern Pa-
cific and the central American coastal domain (Fig. 2a). Con-
versely, positive Fsw values arise if inter-annual δ18Osw vari-
ability is anti-correlated with SST, as might be expected from
a SST-driven precipitation anomaly effect (Tindall et al.,
2009). However, positive Fsw values may also arise in cases
where inter-annual δ18Osw variability is non-negligible, but
largely (or entirely) independent of the corresponding SST
variability. This situation would imply that the assumption
of a white noise contribution from the δ18Osw variability
to a SST-dominated model coral could be justified, even
though the more aggressive one of constant δ18Osw would
not be. Consequently, to determine which of these scenar-
ios applies across the large areas of the western Pacific for
which Fsw > 0.1, the contribution from the δ18Osw–SST co-
variance term alone is also considered independently as a
second metric, “Fcov”, again expressed as the fraction of the
total var (δ18Ocoral) for which it accounts (Eq. 3). The in-
terpretation of the Fsw and Fcov metrics is summarised on
Fig. 2c.
Fcov = 2RSST−coralcov(SST,δ
18Osw)
var(δ18Ocoral)
(3)
There are very few regions for which the overall δ18Osw con-
tribution is non-negligible (|Fsw|> 0.1), but the covariance
term is not also substantially positive (Fcov > 0.1) (Fig. 2a,
b). This means that almost everywhere δ18Osw contributes
substantially to inter-annual model coral variability, it does
so with a significant degree of anti-correlation to the associ-
ated inter-annual fluctuations in SST. Such a scenario is to be
expected in a closely coupled SST–hydrological cycle system
such as ENSO, but means that the treatment of δ18Osw as a
white noise addition to a simple δ18Ocoral to SST calibration
is unlikely to be an acceptable substitute for knowledge of
the true local calibration at locations for which |Fsw|> 0.1.
Within the warm pool and SPCZ regions, where the overall
δ18Osw contribution is the most important, Fcov rarely ex-
ceeds 0.2 and hence accounts for only a quarter to a half of
the value of Fsw. In these cases, a substantial component of
var (δ18Ocoral) arises both from inter-annual δ18Osw variabil-
ity that is correlated to that in SST and that which is inde-
pendent of it. Even if model δ18Ocoral records from these lo-
cations were to be interpreted as an ENSO climate proxy,
representing the co-varying components of δ18Osw and SST
variability, rather than either of those variables alone, such a
calibration would still only be able to explain at most∼ 75 %
of the total var (δ18Ocoral). A caveat to this result is that the
extent of the model cold tongue bias means that inter-annual
SST variability in most of the warm pool box remains pos-
itively correlated to that in the NINO3 region (termed the
positive ENSO phase region). However, similar values of
Fcov to those seen in the warm pool box are seen in the sub-
equatorial negative ENSO phase regions within the model
(Fig. 2b), suggesting that the effect of averaging over the dif-
ferent phase regions may be relatively small.
The model values of both Fsw and Fcov are necessarily
dependent on the assumed value of RSST−coral. However, the
uncertainty in Fsw (Fcov) arising from the sensitivity tests
with RSST−coral values in the range −0.20 to −0.25 ‰ K−1,
is seen to be less than ±0.1 (±0.05) in the case of more than
95 % of the tropical Pacific grid boxes. Consequently, whilst
the exact metric values presented here are contingent on the
imposed parameters of the assumed proxy relationship, the
general conclusions of the study are unlikely to be altered by
local/regional fluctuations within the range investigated here.
3.2 Regional relationships between inter-annual
variability in δ18Ocoral, δ18Osw and SST
The isotope-enabled HadCM3 output defines the temporal
relationships expected at different locations between δ18Osw
and SST. If the form of Eq. (1) is assumed to be valid, then
the expected model calibration relationship between (ide-
alised) inter-annual δ18Ocoral and SST variability at any given
location is also constrained. To illustrate the range of vari-
ability seen in these relationships on the regional scale, scat-
ter plots of the spatially averaged indices of the monthly
inter-annual anomaly values are presented in Fig. 3 for the
NINO3 box, a western cold tongue region (WCT, defined
here as 5◦ N to 5◦ S and 140◦ E to 180◦ E) and a model
warm pool region (defined here as 10◦ N to 10◦ S and 120◦ E
to 140◦ E). The locations of these three regions are shown
by the green boxes on Fig. 2 and are chosen principally to
represent an east–west traverse across the positive model
ENSO phase region in the equatorial Pacific, across which
the relative importance of the δ18Osw contribution to model
var (δ18Ocoral) increases as one moves westward. The WCT
region is so named as it represents the western part of the
model SST cold tongue and is hence located further west-
wards than the equivalent climatological domain in the real
system. The monthly anomaly data points on Fig. 3 are color-
coded according to the value of the associated NINO3 SST
anomalies, with the upper (lower) ten percentiles coloured
red (blue) to represent eastern Pacific El Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) type
climatic conditions. In the case of the warm pool box, the
model cold tongue bias results in most of this domain lying
weakly within the positive ENSO phase region, rather than
within the negative ENSO phase region as in the real climate
system.
For the NINO3 box, δ18Osw and SST are largely indepen-
dent of one another (Fig. 3c) and the magnitude of the latter
is relatively large in terms of var (δ18Ocoral), implying a low
Fsw value and a near-linear relationship between SST and
δ18Ocoral (Fig. 3f). The slope of the best-fit linear regression
through this data is indistinguishable (to 2 d.p.) from that
of the imposed proxy relationship slope (shown as the green
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of the relationships between the inter-annual monthly anomalies of δ18Osw and SST (upper
panels) and δ18Ocoral and SST (lower panels), as calculated for the spatial averaged indices over the Warm Pool,
Western Cold Tongue and NINO3 boxes. The locations of these regions are shown on Fig. 2. The data points
are color-coded according to the corresponding NINO3 SST anomalies, with the upper ten percentiles shown in
red (eastern Pacific El-Nin˜o type conditions) and the lower ten percentiles in blue (eastern Pacific La-Nin˜a type
conditions). The black regression lines on the lower plots show the best-fit linear regressions through the data,
with the slope and r2 values annotated on the plots. The RMSE10 and RMSE90 metric values associated with
the best-fit linear slopes are also annotated on these plots. The grey lines show the two-tailed 95 % confidence
bounds on the best-fit regression slopes, based on the assumption of an assumed decorrelation time of 4 yr. The
green lines show the imposed RSST−coral slope of −0.23 ‰ K−1.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of the relationships between the inter-annual monthly anomalies of δ18Osw and SST (upper panels) and δ18Ocoral and
SST (lower panels), as calculated for the spatial averaged indices over the warm pool, wester cold tongue and NINO3 boxes. The locations
of these regions are shown on Fig. 2. The data points are color-coded according to the corresponding NINO3 SST anomalies, with the
upper ten percentiles shown in red (eastern Pacific El Nin˜o type conditions) and the lower ten percentiles in blue (eastern Pacific La Nin˜a
type conditions). The black regressi lines on the lower plot show the best-fit linear regressions through the data, with t slope and r2
values annotated on the plots. The RMSE10 and RMSE90 metric values associated with the best-fit linear slopes are also annotated on these
plots. The grey lines show the two-tailed 95 % confidence bounds on the best-fit regression slopes, based on the assumption of an assumed
decorrelation time of 4 yr. The green lines show the impose RSST−coral slope of −0.23 ‰ K−1.
references line of −0.23 ‰ K−1 on Fig. 3d–f). As discussed
above, an averaged NINO3 box δ18Ocoral record could, there-
fore, be interpreted in terms of inter-annual SST variability
alone with only relatively small resultant uncertainties. In
contrast, the inter-annual variability in δ18Osw and SST seen
within both the WCT and warm pool boxes clearly contains
structured relationships (Fig. 3a, b). The overall sense of this
dependency is seen in both cases to be an anti-correlation,
indicative of the positive Fcov metric values associated with
the western Pacific (Fig. 2b) and consistent with SST-driven
inter-annual precipitation anomalies. However, the western
Pacific δ18Osw–SST relationships are also seen to be non-
linear and this is particularly pronounced in the case of the
WCT box. The extent of the WCT box non-linearity is suf-
ficiently important as to substantially impact the associated
δ18Ocoral–SST relationship, such that although the best-fit
linear slope (black regression line, with the two-tailed 95 %
confidence interval on the slope shown by the grey lines
and calculated using the conservative assumption of a de-
correlation time of 4 yr) remains close to that of the im-
posed proxy relationship, the El Nin˜o tail deviates substan-
tially from such a trend (Fig. 3e). A non-linear relationship
of this kind could have important implications for interpret-
ing proxy records and is investigated further in the following
paragraphs. The warm pool box δ18Osw–SST relationship is
both steeper and more linear than that for the WCT box, lead-
ing to a situation in which the associated δ18Ocoral–SST rela-
tionship does not visually manifest substantial non-linearity,
but is described by a best-fit linear slope that deviates by
∼ 40 % from the imposed value (Fig. 3d). A similar rela-
tive deviation away from unity is also necessarily seen in the
slope of the warm pool δ18Ocoral–δ18Osw relationship (not
shown). There is also considerably more spread around the
best-fit linear δ18Ocoral–SST model than was seen for either
the NINO3 or WCT boxes. Model δ18Ocoral records from the
warm pool region may still be interpretable in terms of a lin-
ear relationship with SST (or δ18Osw) variability alone, but
such an approach requires the establishment of a regional cal-
ibration of the desired relationship and even then this should
be expected to contain considerable noise.
To quantify the extent of non-linearity in the predicted
model δ18Ocoral–SST calibration relationships, the root mean
square error (RMSE) associated with the best-fit linear
δ18Ocoral–SST relationships are calculated over the upper
and lower ten percentiles of the SST data and then divided by
the value for the entirety of the data set. These upper-tail and
lower-tail non-linearity δ18Ocoral–SST metrics are referred to
as RMSE90 and RMSE10, respectively. A parallel approach
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Fig. 4. The spatial distributions over the tropical Pacific domain of (A) the RMSE10 non-linearity metric,
which shows the extent of non-linearity in the model δ18Ocoral–SST relationship for the eastern Pacific La-
Nin˜a tail of ENSO events and (B) The RMSE90 non-linearity metric, which shows the extent of non-linearity
in the model δ18Ocoral–SST relationship for the eastern Pacific El-Nin˜o tail of ENSO events. The three regional
boxes discussed in the text are highlighted in green, WP = Warm Pool, WCT = Western Cold Tongue.
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Fig. 4. The spatial distributions over the tropical Pacific domain of (A) the RMSE10 non-linearity metric, which shows the extent of non-
linearity in the model δ18Ocoral–SST relationship for the eastern Pacific La Nin˜a tail of ENSO events and (B) The RMSE90 non-linearity
metric, which shows the extent of non-linearity in the model δ18Ocoral–SST relationship for the eastern Pacific El Nin˜o tail of ENSO events.
The three regional boxes discussed in the text are highlighted in green, WP=warm pool, WCT=Western cold tongue.
could be pursued for the δ18Ocoral–δ18Osw relationship, but
this is not considered at present, as the model region that
shows the most evident non-linearities, the WCT, would be
much harder to interpret in terms of δ18Osw than SST (hav-
ing an Fsw value of 0.25). The regional WCT box shows a
value of RMSE90 value of 2.0, indicating a standard error
associated with the El Nin˜o tail twice as great as the com-
bined data, whereas the associated RMSE10 value and that
of both metrics for NINO3 and the warm pool boxes remain
within ∼ 0.2 of unity (Fig. 3d–f). Considering the grid-box
scale spatial distribution of these metrics, it is seen that the
lower-tail metric remains close to unity everywhere (Fig. 4a),
but the upper tail metric shows values exceeding 2 across
much of the central and western equatorial Pacific (Fig. 4b).
It is noted that the first-order pattern of the regions manifest-
ing high RMSE90 values is similarly restricted to the central
Pacific as that for which the inter-annual variability in pre-
cipitation is very high relative to the associated mean value
(Fig. 1f). Using this observation and the regional average
over the WCT box as an example, we can now seek to un-
derstand the origins of these effects.
The relationship between inter-annual SST and precipi-
tation anomalies within the WCT box is non-linear, with
large El Nin˜o events associated with precipitation an order
of magnitude greater than the mean value (Fig. 5a). In the
case of the ENSO system, such non-linearity may arise from
both thermodynamically and dynamically induced changes
in precipitation. Furthermore, the isotopic composition of
precipitation (δ18Oprecip) over the open tropical ocean in the
HadCM3 isotope regime is typically dominated by the pre-
cipitation amount effect (Tindall et al., 2009), such that high
precipitation conditions also tend to be associated with rel-
atively isotopically light precipitation, again in a non-linear
fashion (Fig. 5b). The combination of these two non-linear
relationships is that the net delivery of O18 to the surface
ocean becomes more negative in a strongly non-linear fash-
ion with the underlying SST anomalies (Fig. 5c). For val-
ues of the net precipitation isotope anomaly (the product of
the precipitation anomaly and δ18Oprecip) more negative than
−50 (‰×mmday−1), the effect on the model surface ocean
layer δ18Osw isotopic mass balance is sufficient to account
for a 0.1 ‰ shift towards lighter δ18Osw values (Fig. 5d),
sufficient in turn to be noticeable relative to the associated
SST variability (Fig. 3b). Such relatively large precipitation
events are seen to occur almost exclusively during large east-
ern Pacific El Nin˜o events, but not during all such events
(Fig. 5c, d). Any dynamical contribution to the non-linear
form of the δ18Osw–SST relationship will itself be spatially
variable, such that the WCT box average case presented here
should be considered as an example of these relationships
only. However, based on the process arguments advanced
here it would seem reasonable to expect some manifesta-
tion of such effects in any case where two criteria are ful-
filled; firstly, that ENSO-related precipitation extremes are
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots of the relationships between (A) the inter-annual monthly anomalies of precipitation with
SST, (B) the monthly inter-annual anomalies of precipitation and the isotopic composition of that precipitation
(δ18Oprecip), (C) the product of the precipitation anomalies and δ18Oprecip, referred to as the precipitation
isotope anomaly, with SST and (D) the precipitation isotope anomaly and the δ18Osw anomalies seen in the
Western Cold Tongue box (the location of which is shown on Figs. 2, 4). The data points are color-coded
according to the corresponding NINO3 SST anomalies, with the upper ten percentiles shown in red (eastern
Pacific El-Nin˜o type conditions) and the lower ten percentiles in blue (eastern Pacific La-Nin˜a type conditions).
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots of the relationships between (A) the inter-annual monthly anomalies of precipitation with SST, (B) the monthly inter-
annual anomalies of precipitation and the isotopic composition of that precipitation (δ18Oprecip), (C) the product of the precipitation anoma-
lies and δ18Oprecip, referred to as the precipitation isotope anomaly, with SST and (D) the precipitation isotope anomaly and the δ18Osw
anomalies seen in the w stern co d tongue box (the l cation of which is shown on Figs. 2 and 4). The data po nts are color-coded acc rding
to the corresponding NINO3 SST anomalies, with the upper ten percentiles shown in red (eastern Pacific El Nin˜o type conditions) and the
lower ten percentiles in blue (eastern Pacific La Nin˜a type conditions).
relatively large compared to the level of background pre-
cipitation variability and sec ndly, that the associated back-
ground variability in δ18Osw is relatively small, in the con-
text of δ18Ocoral, compared to that in SST. If correct, then
a form of correction for spatial model bias by spatial anal-
ogy may be possible. For example, the relationships seen
within the model WCT box may be similar to those ex-
pected for the central Pacific NINO3.4 box (5◦ N to 5◦ S and
190◦ E to 240◦ E). These criteria also allow us to understand
why the warm pool and SPCZ regions do not also mani-
fest a high RMSE90 value (Fig. 4b), in spite of containing
large inter-annual precipitation variability and at least some
non-linearity in their δ18Osw–SST relationships (Fig. 3a). In
these cases, the inter-annual δ18Osw variability is relatively
large compared to that in SST (the warm pool box yields an
|Fsw| of 0.66). Consequently, the overall δ18Osw–SST rela-
tionship is relatively steep (for all ENSO phases) compared
to that seen in the WCT (Fig. 3a, b), such that there is less
scope for the manifestation of non-linearity in the associ-
ated δ18Ocoral–SST relationship. The strongest model non-
linearities are seen to occur in the region for which the cold
tongue bias in terms of inter-annual SST amplitudes is the
largest, namely the WCT. However, substantial El Nin˜o tail
non-linearity in the δ18Ocoral–SST relationship is also ob-
served across much of the equatorial Pacific, including in
regions for which the influence of the cold tongue bias is
relatively modest (Fig. 4b). For example, the RMSE90 value
for the averaged fields over the NINO4 box region, for which
the inter-annual SST amplitude bias is much less pronounced
in both absolute and relative terms than in the WCT, is 1.6.
Whilst the case-study of the model WCT box may represent
an upper bound to the extent of such behaviour that might be
expected within the real climate system, the presence of such
features is also unlikely to be a consequence of the underly-
ing spatial biases in the HadCM3 ENSO realisation alone.
The non-linear relationships presented by the model SST
and hydrological cycle variability have several potential im-
plications for the interpretation of δ18Ocoral records. Firstly
and most generally, the asymmetric relationship between
inter-annual precipitation anomalies and δ18Oprecip (Fig. 5b)
means that the noise added to the best-fit δ18Ocoral–SST
relationship by δ18Osw will always be the greatest at the
tail of the distribution associated with positive precipita-
tion anomalies. Within the positive (negative) ENSO phase
region, the uncertainties associated with reconstructing El
Nin˜o (La Nin˜a) events in terms of SST will exceed those as-
sociated with La Nin˜a (El Nin˜o) events of equal magnitude.
Secondly and perhaps most importantly, the interpretation
of western and central equatorial Pacific model δ18Ocoral in
terms of an assumed linear relationship with SST may over-
estimate the magnitude of large SST anomalies in relation to
moderate sized ones. In the case of grid-squares for which
RMSE90 exceeds 2, including the regional average over the
WCT box, the error in estimating the SST anomalies associ-
ated with the largest El Nin˜o events approaches 20 % of their
true value. This remains the case even if a local calibration is
available to constrain the best-fit linear δ18Ocoral–SST slope,
although the model also suggests that the RSST−coral slope
could in fact also be used in all such regions with relatively
little error. Furthermore, given that substantial non-linearities
only occur in the western and central equatorial Pacific and
not in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Fig. 4b), the estima-
tion from coral records of the relative event amplitudes of
“Central Pacific” and “Eastern Pacific” type El Nin˜o events
(Yeh et al., 2009) may be differentially affected by this un-
certainty, in the sense of overestimating the relative size of
Central Pacific events. Whether these non-linear effects will
be detectable in real coral data is, however, contingent not
only on the extent to which HadCM3 usefully represents the
real system but also on the magnitude of any additional, non-
climatic noise present within real proxy records.
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3.3 Assessing the stationarity of the relationships
between δ18Ocoral, δ18Osw and SST
By dividing the 750 yr model simulation into fifteen, non-
overlapping 50 yr intervals and recalculating the Fsw, Fcov,
RMSE10 and RMSE90 metrics over these intervals, an as-
sessment may be made of the multi-decadal stationarity of
the relationships between δ18Ocoral, δ18Osw and SST within
the temporal variability of the unforced model climate. The
50 yr interval length is chosen to correspond roughly to the
period for which a relatively high density of instrumental
SST measurements are available for the tropical Pacific re-
gion (Rayner et al., 2003). Figure 6 shows the values of these
four metrics averaged over the warm pool, WCT and NINO3
regions for both the whole control simulation (black dots)
and 50 yr intervals (grey dots). The inter-interval variability
in the Fsw (Fig. 6a) and Fcov (Fig. 6b) metrics is less than
0.05 for the NINO3 box and less than 0.1 for the WCT and
warm pool boxes. As this variability is sufficiently small,
none of the conclusions derived in Sect. 3.1 would be al-
tered were any given 50 yr interval of model behaviour to
have been used instead of the whole simulation. Therefore,
if any forced contributions to 20th century changes in ENSO
behaviour are neglected, the instrumental SST record should
in principle be sufficient in duration to characterise the rel-
ative contributions from δ18Osw and SST to var (δ18Ocoral).
This in turn suggests that, provided an equally long modern
coral record is available for such locations, the δ18Ocoral to
SST calibration approach should allow for the robust rep-
resentation of the first-order features of the true long-term
relationship.
In the case of RMSE10 (Fig. 6c) and RMSE90 (Fig. 6d),
the 50 yr interval values show more relative variability than
was seen for the fraction of variance metrics, as the appar-
ent extent of non-linearity present in the δ18Osw–SST re-
lationships is sensitive to the event magnitude distribution,
which is harder to characterise over shorter periods. How-
ever, the RMSE10 and RMSE90 interval values are seen
to remain within the range 0.5–1.5 in all cases except for
RMSE90 within the WCT box (Fig. 6c, d). In this latter
case, for which significant El Nin˜o tail non-linearity in the
δ18Ocoral–SST relationship is present in the whole record av-
erage, it is seen that this conclusion would now be depen-
dent on the choice of 50 yr interval. This situation arises be-
cause a given interval of this duration may happen to not
contain any El Nin˜o events of sufficient magnitude to man-
ifest the non-linear precipitation-induced δ18Osw–SST rela-
tionship discussed in Sect. 3.2. Therefore, if the instrumental
record is not sufficiently long to capture the full extent of un-
forced ENSO event magnitudes (Wittenberg, 2009), it may
then also fail to capture the second-order features, such as the
non-linearities discussed here, of western and central equa-
torial Pacific δ18Ocoral–SST relationships. Equivalently, the
intercomparison of modern and fossil (or fossil and fossil)
coral records in terms of their western and central equatorial
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Fig. 6. Values of the (A) Fsw, (B) Fcov , (C) RMSE10 and (D) RMSE90 metrics calculated over the Warm
Pool, Western Cold Tongue (WCT) and NINO3 boxes using both the entire 750 yr of model simulation data
(black dots) and also this same data split into fifteen non-overlapping 50 yr intervals (grey dots). The locations
of these regions are shown on Figs. 2/4. The solid and dashed reference lines represent the contoured levels
shown on Fig. 2 (for Fsw and Fcov) and Fig. 4 (for RMSE10 and RMSE90).
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i . 6. Values of the (A) Fsw, (B) Fcov, (C) RMSE10 and (D)
RMSE90 metrics calculate over th warm pool, western c ld
tongue (WCT) and NINO3 boxes using both the entir 750 yr f
model simul tion data (black dots) and also this sam data split into
fifteen non-overlapping 50 yr intervals (grey dots). The locations of
these regions are shown on Figs. 2 and 4. The solid and dashed ref-
erence lines represent the contoured levels shown on Fig. 2 (for Fsw
and Fcov) and Fig. 4 (for RMSE10 and RMSE90).
Pacific El Nin˜o-related SST event magnitude distributions is
likely to only be robust when continuous records of longer
than 50 yr duration are available.
3.4 Comparing HadCM3 δ18Ocoral and
salinity-based δ18Opseudo−coral
Let us now imagine that the HadCM3 control simulation did
not in fact directly resolve δ18Osw within the model climate.
In such a case, a model pseudo-coral based on a plausible
substitute hydrological cycle variable, such as SSS, could
perhaps have been used in a forward model for the unknown
δ18Osw fluctuations (Thompson et al., 2011). One advantage
of such an approach, relative to making the simpler assump-
tions regarding δ18Osw outlined above, is that the relation-
ship between SSS and δ18Osw might reasonably be expected
to be more linear than that between SST and δ18Osw (Cole
and Fairbanks, 1990; Fairbanks et al., 1997). Initial support
for such an assertion within the HadCM3 climate comes from
the first-order similarity in the spatial patterns of inter-annual
variance in SSS and δ18Osw (Fig. 1c, d, g, h). However, the
validity of such an approach also requires that the additional
processes occurring within the isotope-enabled HadCM3 at-
mosphere model that also affect δ18Osw, such as those that af-
fect δ18Oprecip, are unimportant in relation to those occurring
within the oceanic conservative tracer regime. To investi-
gate this assumption, the regional scale relationships between
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the relationships between the inter-annual monthly anomalies of δ18Osw and SSS
as calculated for the spatial averaged indices over the Warm Pool, Western Cold Tongue and NINO3 boxes.
The locations of these regional boxes are shown on Figs. 2, 4. The black regression lines show the best-
fit linear regressions through the data, with the slope and r2 values annotated on the plots. The grey lines
show the two-tailed 95 % confidence bounds on the best-fit regression slopes, based on the assumption of an
assumed decorrelation time of 4 yr. The solid green lines show the slope of 0.27 ‰ psu−1 derived from a spatial
regression of available instrumental data (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006). The dashed green lines show the slope
of 0.19 ‰ psu−1 derived from a spatial regression (across all grid-squares in the tropical Pacific domain) of the
temporal means of the model data.
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Fig. 8. Values of the δ18Osw - SSS temporal regression slopes calculated using the spatial averages over the
Warm Pool, Western Cold Tongue (WCT) and NINO3 boxes, as well as the entirety of the tropical Pacific
domain (defined as 30◦S to 30◦N and 120◦E to 70◦W), using both the entire 750 yr of model simulation data
(black dots) and also this same data split into fifteen non-overlapping 50 yr intervals (grey dots). Also shown is
the spatial regression slope calculated using the means (calculated over either the entire simulation or the 50 yr
chunks) of the two variables over all the model grid squares within the tropical Pacific domain. The locations
of the box regions are shown on Figs. 2, 4. The green reference line shows the 0.27 ‰ psu−1 value for the
spatial tropical Pacific slope derived from instrumental data in LeGrande and Schmidt (2006).
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the relationships between the inter-annual monthly anomalies of δ18Osw and SSS as calculated for the spatial averaged
indices over the warm pool, western cold ongue nd NINO3 boxes. The loca ions of these regional boxes are shown on Figs. 2 and 4. The
black regression lines show the best-fit linear regressions through the data, with the slope and r2 values annotated on the plots. The grey
lines show the two-tailed 95 % confidence bounds on the best-fit regression slopes, based on the assumption of an assumed decorrelation
time of 4 yr. The solid green lines s ow th sl pe of 0.27 ‰ psu−1 derived from a spatial regression of available instrumental data (LeGrande
and Schmidt, 2006). The dashed green lines show the slope of 0.19 ‰ psu−1 derived from a spatial regression (across all grid-squares in the
tropical Pacific domain) of the temporal means of the model data.
inter-annual SSS and δ18Osw variability are presented for th
warm pool, WCT and NINO3 boxes and all three are seen
to be well represented by a positive linear model (black lines
on Fig. 7). This supports the principle of the pseudo-coral
approach and even suggests that it should be able to capture
the non-linear behaviour seen in the WCT δ18Osw–SST rela-
tionship. However, the slopes and associated r2 values range
from 0.16 ‰ psu−1 (r2 = 0.91) for the warm pool box to
0.07 ‰ psu−1 (r2 = 0.38) for the NINO3 box. It follows that
the unforced HadCM3 climate contains considerable spatial
variability in the temporal slope of its inter-annual δ18Osw–
SSS relationships, which may be hard to capture through the
use of any single value, such as what might be derived from
a spatial regression. In particular, all three regional tempo-
ral slope values are lower than the value of 0.27 ‰ psu−1
(shown as the solid green line on Fig. 7) derived from the spa-
tial relationship seen between the available SSS and δ18Osw
data (Fairbanks et al., 1997; LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006).
This discrepancy is not due to the exclusion of intra-annual
variability from the model regressions, as the same calcula-
tions performed on the monthly mean data yield very similar
values. It may, however, be attributable to either model bias
and/or the incomplete spatio-temporal sampling offered by
the available instrumental data.
To further investigate the stability of the temporal and spa-
tial δ18Osw–SSS relationships, the same analysis undertaken
on the Fsw, Fcov, RMSE10 and RMSE90 metrics in Fig. 6
was also replicated for th δ18Osw–SSS regression slopes.
In the case of the WP, WCT and NINO3 regional tempo-
ral slopes, the range of the values calculated within the non-
overlapping 50 yr chunks is sufficient to overlap with those
calculated for the temporal slopes of the data averaged across
the entirety of the tropical Pacific (Fig. 8). However, all of
these ranges remain distinct from the spatial slope of the
HadCM3 δ18Osw–SSS relationship, as calculated using the
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the relationships between the inter-annual monthly anomalies of δ18Osw and SSS
as calculated for the spatial averaged indices over the Warm Pool, Western Cold Tongue and NINO3 boxes.
The locations of these regional boxes are shown on Figs. 2, 4. The black regression lines show the best-
fit linear regressions through the data, with the slope and r2 values annotated on the plots. The grey lines
show the two-tailed 95 % confidence bounds on the best-fit regression slopes, based on the assumption of an
a sumed decorrelation time of 4 yr. The sol d green lines show the slope of 0.27 ‰ psu−1 derived from a spatial
regression of available instrumental data (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006). The dashed green lines show the slope
of 0.19 ‰ psu−1 derived fr m a spatial regression (across all grid-squares in the tropical Pacific domain) of the
temporal means of the model data.
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Fig. 8. Values of the δ18Osw - SSS temporal regression slopes calculated using the spatial averages over the
Warm Pool, Western Cold Tongue (WCT) and NINO3 boxes, as well as the entirety of the tropical Pacific
domain (defined as 30◦S to 30◦N and 120◦E to 70◦W), using both the entire 750 yr of model simulation data
(black dots) and also this same data split into fifteen non-overlapping 50 yr intervals (grey dots). Also shown is
the spatial regression slope calculated using the means (calculated over either the entire simulation or the 50 yr
chunks) of the two variables over all the model grid squares within the tropical Pacific domain. The locations
of the box regions are shown on Figs. 2, 4. The green reference line shows the 0.27 ‰ psu−1 value for the
spatial tropical Pacific slope derived from instrumental data in LeGrande and Schmidt (2006).
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Fig. 8. Values of the δ18Osw–SSS temporal regression slopes cal-
culated using the spatial averages over the warm pool, western cold
tongue (WCT) and NINO3 boxes, as well as the entirety of the tropi-
cal Pacific domain (defined as 30◦ S to 30◦ N and 120◦ E to 70◦ W),
using both the entir 750 yr of model simulation data (black dots)
and also this same data split into fifteen non-overlapping 50 yr in-
tervals (grey dots). Also shown is the spatial regression slope calcu-
lated using the means (calculated ov r either he entire simulation
or the 50 yr chunks) of the two variables over all the model grid
squares within the tropical Pacific domain. The locations of the box
regions are s own on Figs. 2 nd 4. The green reference line shows
the 0.27 ‰ psu−1 value for the spatial tropical Pacific slope derived
from instrumental data in LeGrande and Schmidt (2006).
mean values for these variables at each grid box within the
tropical Pacific domain, with the latter term being very sta-
ble around a value of 0.19 ‰ psu−1 (shown as the dashed
green lines on Fig. 7) across the 50 yr intervals (Fig. 8). Fur-
thermore, the inter-chunk ranges of all the model tempo-
ral and spatial slope values also remain considerably lower
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than the spatial regression of the available instrumental data
(LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006) (shown as the solid green
line on Fig. 8). Therefore, the discrepancy between the in-
strumental and HadCM3 spatial slopes cannot be attributed
to such temporal sampling uncertainty and must arise from
sampling uncertainty in the former and/or model bias issues.
More importantly, whilst the regional differences in tempo-
ral slope seen across the entire model simulation might have
been interpreted somewhat differently within any given 50 yr
interval, the observation that many of these values differ
from that of the tropical Pacific spatial slope, regardless of
whether this is inferred from the instrumental or model data,
is likely to remain robust to such sampling. The observed
variability in the temporal regression slopes between the dif-
ferent 50 yr intervals may have arisen through sampling un-
certainty within the noise associated with these relationships
and/or non-stationary changes in the δ18Osw–SSS relation-
ships through time. The range of the temporal regression
slopes amongst the non-overlapping 50 yr chunks does not
significantly exceed what would be expected through sam-
pling uncertainty around the whole record values within a
stationary climate, provided that the assumed decorrelation
time of the tropical climate system exceeds 9 months (the
two-tailed 95 % confidence bounds for the regression slopes
are shown for the example decorrelation time of 4 yr as the
grey lines on Fig. 7). This result does not mean that the tem-
poral relationships are necessarily stationary on this (or in-
deed any other) timescale, simply that the range of slopes
seen for the 50 yr timescale are not inconsistent with the sam-
pling uncertainty associated with regression noise within a
stationary system. Such an outcome suggests that unforced
multi-decadal changes in processes that affect δ18Osw, but
not SSS, such as changes in precipitation moisture source
regions, are likely to be relatively unimportant compared to
those processes which affect both variables (such as the re-
gional precipitation–evaporation balance). This provides fur-
ther support, in the context of the model climate, for the
underlying principle of the salinity pseudo-coral approach.
However, it also follows that the relatively noisy nature of
many of the regional scale temporal δ18Osw–SSS regressions
means that records of multi-centennial duration are likely to
be necessary to robustly establish these slopes.
Regardless of whether the instrumental or HadCM3 de-
rived spatial δ18Osw–SSS slope is used, the application of
such a value will result in the overestimation of the tempo-
ral HadCM3 δ18Osw–SSS slope for all three example regions
considered here (Fig. 7) and also at almost all grid-squares
within the tropical Pacific (not shown). Consequently, the
use of spatial δ18Osw–SSS slopes within the pseudo-coral
approach will lead to overestimation of the relative contri-
bution from δ18Osw to var (δ18Opseudo−coral), when compared
to either pseudo-corals modelled from the HadCM3 tempo-
ral δ18Osw–SSS slopes or those derived from the δ18Osw field
itself. For example, if the instrumental spatial slope estimate
of 0.27 ‰ psu−1 were to be imposed, then the pseudo-coral
would yield apparent Fsw values that are 0.10 to 0.15 higher
than the true (in the sense of the isotope-enabled model)
value in the case of the WCT and warm pool box averages.
In these cases, this bias represents less than 40 % of the true
value in the isotope-enabled model, such that the pseudo-
coral represents a considerable absolute improvement on the
approach of assuming constant δ18Osw. However, such an
approach also leaves considerable residual error and this is
likely to be in the sense of overestimating the hydrological
cycle contribution, rather than the underestimation inherent
in the assumed constant value approach. In the case of the
NINO3 region, for which the true isotope-enabled model Fsw
values are very small, the pseudo-coral approach leads to an
apparent Fsw value of 0.09 which, although small in absolute
terms, represents a larger proportionate error in estimating
the true value within the isotope-enabled model of this term
than would have occurred had constant δ18Osw been assumed
instead.
In summary, whilst intra-model comparisons for the iso-
tope enabled HadCM3 suggest that the salinity pseudo-
coral approach is well founded in principle, at least within
the model climate, establishing the local (or even regional)
slopes of the temporal δ18Osw–SSS relationship remains a
substantial limiting uncertainty in the application of such a
method to non-isotope-enabled GCMs. The HadCM3 results
are also consistent with those from other isotope enabled
GCMs (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2009) in suggesting that the
temporal slopes of such relationships cannot be readily esti-
mated using associated spatial slopes, even were the latter to
be well known.
3.5 Directions for future work
The structural uncertainty present in the assumption that
the HadCM3 realisation of the ENSO phenomenon use-
fully represents that of the real climate system constitutes
an inherent limitation in applying the results of the present
study to the interpretation of real δ18Ocoral records. Given
the likely extent of spatial bias present within the HadCM3
realisation of predicted ENSO-related δ18Ocoral variability,
it would not be recommended to use the associated inter-
annual δ18Ocoral–SST relationships (e.g. Fig. 3d–f) as sur-
rogates for real coral calibrations. However, the model anal-
ysis may still usefully suggest in which regions the absence
of such calibrations may lead to relatively small, as opposed
to first-order, errors in subsequent SST inferences. For ex-
ample, the differing contributions from δ18Osw to δ18Ocoral
could potentially account for some of the observed spatial
variability in the slopes of empirical δ18Ocoral–SST cali-
bration relationships (Evans et al., 2000). On a qualitative
level, the present analysis suggests that combining, at least
within any simple linear framework, δ18Ocoral records from
different regions of the tropical Pacific, in order to recon-
struct a particular SST anomaly index may be challenging.
Future work could seek to apply more sophisticated field
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reconstruction techniques (for example, Emile-Geay et al.,
2013) to the isotope-enabled model output. Comparison of
such analyses with those undertaken on SST-only and SSS-
derived coral pseudo-proxies would then allow for investi-
gation of whether the inclusion of the isotope processes al-
ters the extent to which the available spatial distribution of
real δ18Ocoral records affects the capacity of such techniques
to reconstruct remote SST indices. From a modelling per-
spective, in order to better quantify the impact of the spatial
biases on the results of the analysis presented here, future
experiments could be undertaken with flux-corrected ver-
sions of isotope-enabled CGCMs such as HadCM3. How-
ever, whilst such an approach would act to correct climato-
logical biases in SST, it would not necessarily account for
other limitations within the model realisation of an ENSO-
like phenomenon. A preferable strategy would be the inter-
comparison of a range of isotope-enabled CGCMs, including
those with widely differing spatio-temporal manifestations
of an ENSO-like phenomenon, an exercise that will only be
possible as more such models become available.
4 Conclusions
Isotope-enabled CGCMs provide an alternative realisation of
the tropical climate in which to explore the possible uncer-
tainties associated with interpreting δ18Ocoral records of past
ENSO variability in the context of simple assumptions re-
garding the δ18Osw contribution to this proxy system. Analy-
sis of unforced climate variability within the isotope-enabled
HadCM3 CGCM shows that the extent to which δ18Osw is
important to inter-annual δ18Ocoral variability is strongly spa-
tially dependent. In the eastern equatorial Pacific this con-
tribution is very small, such that model corals from this re-
gion could be robustly interpreted in terms of SST variabil-
ity alone. In contrast, the western equatorial Pacific δ18Osw
variability accounts for 10–50 % of coral variance, a com-
ponent of which is correlated to the inter-annual SST vari-
ability, meaning that local calibrations of the local δ18Ocoral–
SST relationships are likely to be essential. The model also
suggests that the relationship between central and western
equatorial Pacific δ18Osw and SST becomes non-linear dur-
ing large El Nin˜o events. This non-linearity occurs due to rel-
atively large ENSO-related precipitation events and implies
difficulty in reconstructing the relative magnitudes of SST
anomalies associated with El Nin˜o events in the central Pa-
cific. Furthermore, evaluation of the stationarity of the model
relationships suggests that more than 50 yr of data is required
in order to constrain the extent of such non-linearities. Intra-
model evaluation of a model salinity-based pseudo-coral ap-
proach shows that such a method captures the first-order fea-
tures of the model δ18Osw relationships, although consider-
able residual uncertainty remains due to the difficulty of es-
timating the regional slopes of the temporal δ18Osw–salinity
relationships.
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